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ESPANOL :

Agenda
Necesitas traducción? porfa dilo en el chat de Mumble?///Tu as besoin de traduction?
Disle sur le chat de Mumble/// braucht jemand übersetzung?\\tem alguem que precisa
traduçao aqui?
(Please help asking this in your language)//
4 Principles for the open space
 Whoever comes is the right people.
 Whatever happens is the only thing that could have.
 Whenever it starts is the right time.
 When it´s over, it´s over.

Agenda (work in progress)
 Choose facilitator : (Titanpad for facilitation : http://titanpad.com/osfacilitation)
 welcome
 ask for needs of translations and for translators in all languages : to translate the introduction and to write
topics in the Bulletin Board of the Google doc
 Opening
explaining the forum idea
explaining the methodology : we will be using the open space methodology/explain (chat signs)
/background
 Working sessions (please look at the Bulletin Board below)
 Closing session
Doodle to decide on the next meeting : http://doodle.com/46q8uwyaw968892k#table
Exchanging contacts? Mailing list?
Facebook group : https://www.facebook.com/groups/OpenSpace4WorldRevolution/?fref=ts
Checking out
 The space open to all those who want to stay and chat!
People participating from:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

15M Madrid, Barcelona, Spain,
Occupy London UK,
Grenoble France,
Bielefeld Germany,
Netherlands
Finland
Australia
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Quebec
Istanbul, Turkey
Tblisi, Georgia,
France
Italy
Vancouver Canada
Brasil
Germany
Florida San Francisco USA
Czech Republic
Iran
Vienna, Austria
Lecce, Italy
Rome, Italy
Ireland

Minutes of June 27th
Gezi
Round 1
--------------------------devrim: The popularity of turkish Prime Minister in middle east, how to unmask it determine the fronts of
resistance and methods. e.g.: communication, economy. How to tackle that?
Orsan: Erdogan issue can be important to talk, can you give us more insight about the topic you
suggested? so we can open the discussion?
devrim: I got the idea when I was discussing about Egypt. They were positive about Erdogan, maybe the
media.
MMM: Is it only media, I was at the Kurdish side of Turkey and reading their publishings What Kurdish
people think about Erdogan?
Mehmet: In Abbasaga Park in Istanbul, and ongoing mobilisation. In the middle of action. He thinks about
the Kurdish people’s opinion on Erdogan in general is against Erdogan. in my opinion Language issue there
were developments but not enough..
NNN: there are independent Kurdish journals, are they giving news and opinions on this. or putting on lines?
devrim: Sirri Sureyya Onder is a kurdish Minister and activist in Gezi resistance,..
MMM: what about the Kurdish journals... printed in Bodrum, do you know it?
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I ll try to find more information...
Orsan: can you give more information about turkey, what is going on? on the streets and squares?
devrim: there is a confusion or disorganisation, there are forums going on, in other cities there are also
clashes
Piran: Can you give information on the forums and neighbourhood forums assemblies, etc.
Serkan+Mehmet giving update from the park... there was a conflict and now they are going to walk to ATV
a mainstream media channel.. parks now becoming like a social centers, cultural production, discussions...
ATV was very harsh in criticizing Gezi resistance and protesters, so we are going to walk there and
continue to protest there///
MMM: is it safe in the forums? My friend lives in istanbul and wanted to visit the forums but is it safe?
devrim: Kadikoy seems safe, Besiktas too, but you can never know? Kadikoy looks like more safer//
to answer Prian’s question: there are rules in the forums, 2 min. limit to talk, minutes are taken, people also
votes sometimes, like for a boycott...like banks
MMM: You mean the banks supporting the state?
devrim: no the system, in general..
Direndikmen: there are websites where they put the minutes and info from the forums...
Blog on the Forums in Turkey:
parklarbizim.blogstop.com
DirenDikmen: can any one from other movements give suggestions experiences to share..

dilara asked about other movements and getting experience from them.
orsan propose to go to other channels and discuss there.
orsan talks about main media, and their portrayal of the government. proposes use of new tools such as
livestreaming.
piran talks about germany and how the media is sensitive about the events in turkey. also that the christian
democrat party emphasizes this to help its own agenda for blocking turkey’s eu bid. in the protests the
turkish flag was used very much.

mmm is from chzech republic. lives in vienna. she receives her information from social media. talks about a
pro AKP demonstration in vienna and it was larger than sporadic gezi demonstrations. concluded that
turkish population there follows general stream turkish media. (penguins)
austrian media is against akp. emphasize the human rights violations
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round 2
Mumble  technical discussion:
Talking about having channels for accomodating other languages. such as turkish, portuguese,
spanish, russian, arabic, persian
unity talks about having servers in each country in turkey, brasil.
carolina talks about translations of guides on how to set up the mumble so more people can join
in. devrim volunteered to make one in turkish.
dennmans talks about having square names is good, and language names could be good as
well. tutorial in different languages on how to set up mumble..
talked about role of music and shared some resistance music on chat:
http://www.fundacionrobo.org/
[23:47] lrcampos bağlandı.
[23:47] (Kanal) carolina: yes
[23:47] (Kanal) carolina: :)
[23:47] (Kanal) carolina: copyleft music
[23:47] DigitalHell sunucudan çıktı.
[23:47] (Kanal) carolina: you can play it anywhere ;)
[23:47] Şuna: Gezi: sound of pots and pans
[23:48] Şuna: Gezi: search it on youtube
[23:48] (Kanal) carolina: devrim this is the site with the musci
[23:48] (Kanal) carolina: http://esunrobo.bandcamp.com/
[23:48] (Kanal) davidTB: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ci76cKwFLDs
[23:48] (Kanal) davidTB: WWWWWWW
[23:48] (Kanal) carolina: bandcamp is doing a good job
[23:49] (Kanal) davidTB: this is an activist musical performance .)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjIvq495Hi4
http://capulcular.bandcamp.com/
calle 13 latinoamerica
http://ciudadanosencrisis.wordpress.com/category/cancionesdel15m/
http://www.radiocable.com/musica15m2576.html

talks about creating a youtube channel with relevant music
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translate the material and documents that explain how to set up a new mumble
(session/server/room) into at least Arabic and Turkish (and as many as poss. other languages).
Unity shares his facebook account and Carolina remarks she is not of Facebook.
some other social communication tools are discussed. n1, diaspora,..
Open Space
Doodle
Big group  Open Space for Globa
Carolina: we should spread the word too that mumble can be install on your mobile but one of
the problems to reach mumble is not how to use the program, but rather we need to make to
explain the importance of the technology and why it is important to join an online assembly.
We need to explain the enjoyable part of this. why we are here. Because it is not self evident. We
need to do the storytelling of online processes.
It is shared the link with the book Open Space which explains how to perform Open Space in
the square, which is most effective and fe:
oregon talks about a protest in the US:
http://batesvilleheraldtribune.com/archive/x1885655566/LIVETexasSenatorfillibustersabortion
legislation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qsfmNF3u2yo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIAIb1m9xMM

Zuccotti
round 1
This is where to put the notes
Can we generate a common approach to social development, and use it to create new
collaborations?
At Occupy London we found that writing down how to do something helped people to understand
how to collaborate with each other.
Some links:
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○
https://occupywiki.org.uk/wiki/London/General_Assembly#How_to_Produce_a_G
eneral_Assembly
http://epress.lib.uts.edu.au/journals/index.php/csrj/article/view/2710

John (johnbywater2): Common process of social development, and generation of new
collaborations.
maherencia : being cooperative is not an easy thing to do. If you want to make people work
cooperatively if there is a specific problem like housing movement in Spain. Laws are bad 
people are losing their houses. MNo housing rights platform for citizens to have their rights. The
housing rights movement has become strong. Now with education for social services dependant
people the movement is happening. People go to topics that they feel involved with. Look for
someone who is not listened to and say I can help with a way to do it.
In order to be cooperative it’s better if there is a reason. Many people may not find interesting
fighting only for democracy. But if we look around we may find someone who wants to defend
something that is not being paid attention to and we can help and spread this cooperative mood.
For example, in my home town in Spain, which is very small, the housing rights movement didn’t
appear at the beginning, but a platform has been eventually created to defend public education.
Mitch is saying that hierarchies developed in Fort Myers Occupy. Now they are travelling around
to put together a statewide gathering to reach all the people and make sure hierarchies don’t
form.
Changes should be made in the way we go about organising.
The first occupation started happening really fast. People at the beginning did not understand
enough about egalitarian participation. Maybe this next time round there will be more objection to
hierarchies forming.
Micha is saying it is difficult to fight hierarchies without something to offer in place;
proposal: research in the social form of the CIRCLE instead of the hierarchical triangle/pyramid
Maherencia talking about hierarchies  need to propose alternatives. Collective intelligence like
ants. Everyone knows what to do no boss needed.
John is saying hierarchy is sometimes useful to achieve a task or undertaking, but that it should
be temporary. and not have power attached to it. A way of doing this is for people to consent to
the way we do things,
Direndikmen is saying we can look at Zapatistas who are using these nonhierarchical ways.
John is saying producing the relations is good by doing activities together and then circulating the
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agreements of how to do things. The trick of the current system is that the media fools us into
thinking we are giving consent. The story is different than the story we are told. We could get
out of that arrangement.
Mitch says Perhaps at a GA propose that we have a written agreement of how to do things. It
was a problem here keeping things egalitarian.
John that is the problem we had in Occupy London. When we had a description of how to do
things people felt more relaxed in that they were just not being taken into the dark. When there is
no description then people are unclear about what we are doing.
We should develop new ways of doing things and not be ritualistic about how we do things. It is a
massive project. We can do things  it just requires work
Bencavanna is saying usually run assemblies by consensus but not hierarchically. Some people
find that written things is easy to control them, like governments do.
John talks about how responsibilities appear and are met without need of hierarchies
intervention.
John: Do you think that collaborations appear when you propose activities? Do responsibilities
appear when people enjoy what is being proposed? Either you propose something or you do it on
your own
Dorotea says creating something more participative. My approach is more personal. make it
more facilitating for others. Some people still want management over things. And this approach
should be about facilitating things for other. A personal approach. It should be the system not a
person in charge. In organisational work there is always something to be organise. everyone
can create the thing and be part of the creation  not just the ‘creative’ people. It is good to have
some rules about the community  not about restrictions but about openness. Have proposals
from the people.
Dorotea: My Facebook is https://www.facebook.com/dorota.mar.3

Maherencia says about rules or not rules. We want to participate so that first thing is to
participate. Once we know assembly after assembly once we know what we want then rules
start to disappear. Even before 15M we went to squares every friday and speak to people. Even
if I was alone in the square I knew there were others in other squares. I only wanted to give
people the chance to speak. I didn’t know where we were going, but we were open and
encouraging people to participate.
Micha Says he also does this on a weekly basis  starting where people are standing and give
them the gift of an open ear.
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mitchjacobs (epec.org and Occupy Fort Myers): Using nonprofits to create abundance
(food/cohousing)
Mitch says What we have done is very recently taken leadership of EPEC.org nonprofit. Using it
to try to alleviate problems
like lack of food and shelter. Lots of groups have done things like cohousing and hydroponics
etc... What we have now is a legitimate nonprofit. Gets tax benefits and people can do some
service work through nonprofit.
Question: One of the largest factors of unemployment is technology. Huge shifts in tech
sectors .. Where do you guys see tech and the effect on employment.
What are ideas to combat unemployment and no food
Dorotea.. Basic Income Initiative. To give people money even if they have not job. Don’t need a
job to have a life. Unconditional basic income. Not enough jobs and things to do. Jobs are not
the problem but people not having what they need is the problem.
Talking about how to change the structure of sharing the resources. How to share things. To
provide food and shelter for everyone.
Mitch says The problem is not just tech. the issue is not having a place to live and food to eat.
Mitch can be found on fb Mitch Jacobs https://www.facebook.com/mitchell.jacobs.33 epec.org
Epec fb  https://www.facebook.com/epecswfl
Dorotea is anyone on diaspora? It is not centralised.
Ben Cavanna is my facebook.
pls contact:
guest miScha: https://www.facebook.com/GruenesHausOrtenau
Jackie Splain WIlson on facebook
may ALL beings be happy!
Dorotea is asking how we continue this after?
Basstress says in round two we can use facebook or there are security concerns.
Vica says. should we use the facebook page that exists globalsquares.
https://www.facebook.com/global.square.net
https://www.facebook.com/events/141335846062355/
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http://openfsm.net/projects/2011movementsfsmwsf/lists/2011movementsfsmwsfdiscussion
Mitch proposes that he can set up a fb group to continue this conversation.
^  I don’t remember making this proposal. If someone makes a group I’ll join Mitch

round 2

How can we ensure the sustainability of this initiative and the links we are creating here ?
Links for all the possible platforms to continue, sustain these connections:
InterOccupy: see http://interoccupy.net/natgat2/, or http://interoccupy.net/via22global
global square list:
http://openfsm.net/projects/2011movementsfsmwsf/lists/2011movementsfsmwsfdiscussion
https://www.facebook.com/global.square.net
https://www.facebook.com/events/141335846062355/
***A facebook group was created, please join in :
https://www.facebook.com/groups/320141361453063/
Clarify another open space like this in another week, two weeks  do another doodle  very
important to come together again, and to share with those not here today.
Carminda will create a doodle for one month time : http://doodle.com/bkhfha8m959pm89e

Rio
round 1
round 2

Sol
round 1 :
Oliver  Global project to research the 1%  to gather information on Corporate / Gov’t corruption
around the world. my contact: oliver@interoccupy.net
Sol Room minutes 2100
brainstorming and talking to many people in InterOccupy about developing a research project
where we have people from around the world
gather data on the big corporations and also how the corps are linked to government through
lobbyists, …, behind the scenes
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build a data base of the 99% that is tracking and recording what corporations are doing
board, govt and corps, we start to see the network which is out there
I suggest until we really see this network of the 1% and the corporate elite, we won’t really know
how to challenge them
a research and learning project; grow over time, we will have huge benefits about it
littlesis (opposed the big brother)  tracks who are the board members fo the big corporations 
have been doing research on these boards, and who the lobbyists are
have talked to the people there, and are interested in this project as well.
they would be very interested in combining and collaborating with this information to combine
and build a larger data base
there is a group in Amsterdam also doing, but haven’t found anywhere doing it around the world.
http://www.tni.org/

do you have a link
http://littlesis.org/
If anyone is interested in the visual docs  please email me.
based in UK  knows there are groups who follow labor, corporations
idea is to start gathering information on the board, the shareholders of each corp
on the page is some links
another thing often overlooked is to have news articles that document corp things  it is news
and then lost so doing research to retrieve these news articles and have as part of the database
 what is going on over time
all this information can be used as the backbone for putting pressure on corps and gov’ts to
change
Unity  this is a wonderful idea for research  so many researchers do study of occupy, of
groups, marginalized communities, etc. but very little information about the elite
if your name is noted as someone who is investigating about the elite
to shed light where there is no light
think it is great …
vital to do this research on a global level
how corps and states and media are using their powers
studying the boards is vital  if you are a bank, for example, you will be given chairs to executives,
to large media outlets  they solve many things by phone and have crossinterests, and people 
huge network of journalists, politicians bankers, businessmen.
undemocratic because not displayed publicly. if we can shed light over that , there is an
enormous amount of corruption  I have not done any research on this and think your proposal is
very interesting.
Oliver  very excited about this  almost what Occupy was about when it started  think the first
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step is to research, to learn, to share so people around the world know how to connect ncts to
their towns; where are the weak links,
Sonia  a fantastic idea  is there any place we can feed into or this a unique idea
Oliver  haven’t found anything global yet  almost a wikipedia idea problem there is so much
information out there on a daily basis  that’s why we need to break this down into small bites,
locally, and then get it together on a larger scale
as far as i know there is no central place right now
Sonia  tax evasion and tax havens… important locally  that would be something we could track
using this mechanism as well  tracking the money and where it is used as well
Oliver  following the money trail is huge  very impt  In Canada there was a report about huge
amounts of money being dropped into offshore accounts  even our gov’t is...
Sonia  saw a film the other day #TheUKGold  https://www.facebook.com/TheUkGold 
estimated amount kept in tax havens  $21 trillion  a shocking figure  there is enough money in
the world that none of us has to go into austerity or
Oliver  talking to people at littlesis  I found there are templates  many ways to start finding
information online
how do you do research, how do you find out
unity  difficult for social scientists to get that information  documentaries, documents, tools on
finding how the rich live, interact,
sonia  have looked into that at occupy london  another place to start is to make contact with the
people who have research and have been doing it for many years
Oliver  agrees impt to make contacts and find who has been working on these things
wonders if we should make a central place like a wikipedia or other central area
such a big project that if we break it down into small bites we could accomplish a lot  interested
in that.
Unity  how to break this down into those little pieces  how to proceed
Oliver  haven’t figured all out  it develops as it develops
take a big corp like Chevron, they are working all around the world; what we do is send out a
message to our contacts, research what they are doing in Peru, Ecuador, etc.
at the same time, we have already connected to people who know about Chevron, theri boards,
etc.  we can easily get all this information, where they are making
then we pool this information, find news we can find oil spills, find their are court cases, they
have been convicted; then take this information and start applying pressure to their shareholders,
to media  wherever they are moving into other areas, we can say hey look at this company and
how they have behaved in other places; apply pressure and break down some of the liberties
they have taken. Then we have a chance to affect how this one company acts and apply that
widely to banks, etc.
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If there’s a group in Britain who has taken on this project; same way if there is a group in Nigeria
around this, it is also a way to connect to groups around the world.
Unity  hard to hear  included researchers from Africa, SOuth America because corps are not
just in Europe  I used to live in Brasil and worked in a …. I could see the frustration of the people
 experienced their power.
UKAnon  I saw a film about exposing companies  I think there’s been a lot exposures already  I
do think the reason being  there is no accountability  we’ve allowed no accountability to exist 
people know this information already  thinking about whistleblowers
the responsibility lies with us  it’s down to us  we have allowed this, nobody else
Oliver  agrees with not buying products but that needs to happen on a large global square;
agree this information is there  it’s the people who control the information who have the power
the idea is to take control of this information and get it out to the public  part of this project is to
create a …..
UK  don’t want to get negative on you, but for lesser reasons, people have had their social
media shut down. was just thinking if you create this data base it will
Oliver
Unity  I don’t think there is need for direct action, boycotts, etc. but I believe it is also very
important to change policy  to dominate corps, to put under control
the leftists argument that corps are bd is not enough
it's easier to believe the emperor is naked, but needs to be proved; the whistleblowers do
it’s fundamental to rearrange the policy toward corporations .
how can you do this
how can you...
how can you not get killed
have more...
want to compliment you on your initiatives  have been thinking about it for a long time, while I
agree with UK about actions
Oliver think that is important questions  I have friends who have started research groups at
some of the universities, doing research whether students or faculty, putting time and effort into
that  the question is the technical side of things, getting the data, pooling it, all of that can be
done  if there are enough people willing to talk together.
Oliver email: oliver@interoccupy.net
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agree with UKAnon  we need to be smart about this
what is the right approach  how supported so it can’t be shut down or taken offline  the OWS
group has done a lot of work that can be helpful  to contact tech folks can see how such a big
project can get underway, be maintained, perhaps be diversified so it can’t be deleted or
changed from one place
Unity would like to stay in touch t her is already too much knowledge on occupy  I want more
whistleblowers and researchers telling us the other  need to know your enemy  the more
accurate our knowledge, the better  when we are done with this conversation
Oliver  I know it’s a big idea, but sometimes, we need the big ideas  I know there
UKAnon  to what Sonia said, there are others around the world doing this work  need to
connect with them
Sonia  should we meet again in mumble, or contact Oliver in email
unity great idea  at the end of this we have another session to talk about how we continue to
meet
Oliver  we should do both  like the idea of setting up another mumble chat  there are peoplin
the other rooms or not at the meeting who may be interested
look at the plan]
who else is doing what
will be exciting to find out what is going on in other countries right now
Sonia  brilliant  thanks for coming up with this idea, and something we need to be doing. thanks
everyone in this room

round 2

Maherencia  Identifying the common obstacles and ways to overcome them
Big corporations have taken political power from citizens. Citizens have to recover it by
controlling economic power as well. That can be done by raising conscience
Vica says My feeling about is that it is better to have less places and all be together
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Syntagma
round 1
round 2
it was an intense talk in a small room (25 people max),
so we didnt manage to take notes on the way
basic topics: current state of democracy doesnt represent the people anymore,
so its now the task of the people to ask and answer the question
‘in which society do we want to live’ and to formulate a constitution really by the people,
and not written by politicians;
there is a growing movement in germany for a new constitution,
and on the european level the politicians constitution has failed
regarding the upcoming elections in germany 2013 and EU 2014
more and more people say
‘these structures/parliaments/governments don’t represent us’,
so lets take matters in our own hands,
see zapatistas
rethink constitution fresh from scratch: the classic form of democracy is in a dead end,
and also the fixation on ‘human rights of the individual’ turns out to be questionable,
as it leads to isolated individuals helpless against the big power, as it desolidarizes people;
new constitutions not based on the rights of MAN,
but on dignity of LIFE itself : may ALL beings be happy
Global change based on Human Rights or Nature Rights too?
Isolated individuals or all in one human beings
interconnected with ALL life on the planet?
also the question of a world constitution of all mankind starting with all areas of the world
contributing their share (not by a world government)

Taksim
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Round 1
About Turkey
we speak about “liberated zone” during the gezi occupation, and decentralization of the
movement in various part of Istanbul. Alternative experience during 15 days, where the life is
really different and we could live alternatively.
Question about history of the “liberated zone” in Istanbul (First may neighborhood), which are
not liberated zone now but service public controled by the state.
experiences in selforganisation in La Villeneuve, Grenoble, France
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dessinvilleneuves.jpg
About Brasil :
movement in perifery, last day in sao paolo : big movement, and also in Rio,
fantastic pucture, people from favela,
https://www.facebook.com/pages/PeriferiaAtivaComunidadeemLuta/530861713622940
maybe interesting exchange between istanbul and brasil about urban movement, the beginning
of the movement in Istanbul (urban and environnmental movement) and movement against
gentrification...
London : some movement during the olympic games, local movement in area, topic of housing
is important group starting to organize
Topic of the olympic game, and the impact in the city, in London, in brasil now, and in Istanbul
(2020). use police and military during the olympic games,

Sao Paulo
round 1
nao tem ninguem de brasil?  tem algume de brasil aqui?
e
round 2

Tahrir
round 1

Marita (from spain): Has connections with turkish activists informing about situation,
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Proposals
1. Actions in front of embassies and consulates of Turkey, Colombia, Brasil, Mexico
2. This is a text to express the repulsion for the repression
The proposal is to use it as a common base and also send to all embassies, consulates, and
different institutional offices. She proposes a text which has been used previously:
Borrador texto a revisar:
Ni una muerte más, ni un arresto ilegal más, ni gas, ni acido, ni balas, no al abuso de poder, no
a la criminalización. Que no queden impunes estos hechos. Exigimos investigación y que se
establezca el grado de responsabilidad de los gobiernos en la represión de las protestas.
Este manifiesto nace fruto de la conmoción sentida ante los hechos ocurridos en todos los
paises en los cuales se han manifestado masivas y pacificas protestas en los ultimos años
teniendo que lamentar la muerte de tres personas, al mismo tiempo que se han llevado a cabo
una serie de arrestos ilegales inclusivo de periodistas, ftografos, abogados y personal medico,
lo que constituye una violación de los derechos fundamentales de lxs ciudadanxs. De este
modo, se pretenden proteger los intereses privados de las transnacionales, de los poderes
finacniceros, del capital y de todas las medidas neoliberales que nos están imponendo en todo
el mundo.
Exigimos que se esclarezcan las responsabilidades ante la violencia ejercida contra lxs
manifestantes, muertes, heridas graves, perdida de la vista, detenciones ilegales y politicas.
Es inadmisible que los gobiernos minen la seguridad de la ciudadania, aplicando
constantemente acciones ilegítimas que atentan contra los derechos fundamentales y la
Constituciónes de cada pais.
Según la Corte Penal Internacional, crimen contra la humanidad es "cualquier acto inhumano
que cause graves sufrimientos o atente contra la salud mental o física de quien los sufre,
cometido como parte de un ataque generalizado o sistemática contra una población civil"
Hacemos un llamamiento a la ciudadanía para que adopte una actitud crítica ante la información
que le llega de los medios de comunicación masiva que lejos de dar cabida a diferentes puntos
de vista, se convierten en altavoz de los intereses empresariales.
Asumimos una actitud responsable y solidaria ante los sucesos ocurridos apoyando las
movilizaciones que se están llevando a cabo a lo largo de todo los países, pues es el futuro del
mundo lo que está en juego.
Exigimos que se acabe con la censura y manipulación por parte de los medios de
comunicación sobre las luchas en defensa de los medios de vida, tergiversando la información
con el fin de manipular a la opinión pública para que se posicione a favor
8. Las compas del colectivo las abejas informan sobre las proyecciones que se van a hacer del
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documental y nos piden difusión. Consensuamos la difusión y pedimos que nos envían el
calendario para ponerlo en tomalaplaza y en el facebook

This could be also a big campaigns to embassies There is a document we would like to
propose
3. Taking a global photograph of resistance in our squares using a unity sentence like all
struggles, one struggle, our struggle.
4. Taking in good consideration the criminalization of the movement: inform about what’s
happening in different countries is the first action we, people in different square, could do in order
to support the people in all other country (using bambuser, rebelmouse, twitter)
5. Organizing joined actions all over the place whenever something happens
Valerio (from lecce italy): general assembly in lecce, activists from other countries, amnesty
international, organizing local assemblies
(https://www.facebook.com/events/476552949096235/?fref=ts)
Repression in turkey (differing degrees of repression) organizing an international network of
lawyers, solidarity
Square tactics: infiltrated and the way people act and how to respect plurality in square actions
marita: There are different way of reacting, there are lots of infiltrated who are facilitating the
police in order to intervene in repression, there are different way like interpose ourselves,
showing our back and carry on with our assembly or march, identify infiltrated and walk them
outside the demo
joel : organizing internationally around solidarity for freedom of assembly:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_of_assembly
jake: government corruption as result of economic system (capitalism)
themes and support
john sins:
joel: ushahidi projects crowdsourced maps of use of tear gas etc. http://www.ushahidi.com
?: twitter tags may also help in this purpose
@Obi_Live : using bambuser, and rebel mouse in order to pass information
Bambuser.com seems to be blocked in Turkey, it is working in Brazil.
Download the app to your smartphone or pc/laptop. Hashtag it either #Occupy or #OLSX and it
will join the Occupy/Activist Broadcasts for people to see.
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Discussion about what’s happening in Brasil
Bernardo: on 20th June right wing came in but now is different. A lot of people from different
background. There are lots of assemblies in the squares. media tries to manipulate. Government
is listening to the movemets.
Caio: all starting from the transport fre rising. Big repression in san Paolo with rubber bullets and
pepper spray. But the movement moved on. media started to get involved and this made people
a bit doubting and suspicion from the left movement. But the demos were really strong. People
were really different : a wide different range of people
Government tried to talk with all movements exept indigenous and ecologist.
Today they are voting a law which says that if you break things you are a terrorist.
Left movement is inside. There are popular assembles all over
Government is worried about the world cup
This is a new wave: brasilian are very quite but something is moving
Jake. focus on economic issue
Orsan: focus on economic and democracy. Police repression is a global thing
Round 2
Brasil is not just Brasil. The problem is the economical neoliberist skeme we have all over the
countries. Brasil is not an alternative place: the world cuo, The belomonte situation show that
brasil is well in in this proyect as Turkey is. Turkish government wants to change. So it’s the time
to see the global urgence of a change of the system and build this change all together. These
movements show similarity in all countries like Spain, Turkey, Brasil, …....
David : important to reinforce our movement in our neighborhood. We have various moment in
our global/local mouvement : sometimes is more central and visible and sometimes we
decentralize and have underground action, we organize the neighborhood. We must reinforce
alternative in management of our public service, housing,...Link between local and global
Orsan: local resistances very important . neoliberalism and religious imposition in Turkey attacks
towards rivers, lakes, mountains, mines, big dams.... privatization etc, was important to build the
momentum and resistence, but because of the communication problems not many info coming
from the rural to international level... there is strong police repression we don’t see because of
this.. we need to build connection between rural and urban resistance also to get the news out to
international level....
Jake: Capitalism versus Cooperatives. Building a positive movement, procooperative versus
anitcaplitalistic. Creating a fund to help transition the capitalist businesses into cooperative
businesses where the profits are decided by the workers. http://pastebin.com/dDrs3w63 A fund
helps the number of cooperatives:
http://www.geo.coop/archives/InternationalTrendsinWorkerCoops.htm
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Heather: We need a citizen’s guide to communication for all who cannot access our methods
easily. I have been trying to amplify voices such as the Rohingya in Burma trapped in
concentration camps
http://www.vice.com/en_ca/read/therohingyamovementasseenbyajournalistinburma or
Gabonese trying to protest ritual killings by the people in power
http://www.globalpost.com/dispatches/globalpostblogs/thegrid/opgabonanonymousattacksga
bongovernmentprotestritualkillings
http://asherwolf.net/passivespectatorsandengagednewshapershackingnewscoverageofvi
olence/315/ but we need an easier and more consistent method. I propose we create an
internationally audited collaborative guide to all communication methods including not just social
media but also ham radio, geocaching etc.
https://github.com/GlobalSquare/guide/wiki/GuidetoGlobalCommunicationandCollaboration
Setting up working group for this in the next days please contact Heather Marsh or @Georgiebc
till we get the spaces up.
Re economy, from Alternate G8:
http://www.nancywmendoza.co.uk/content/alternateg8/heathermarsh
Re how we collaborate globally:
http://georgiebc.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/bindingchaos85x11.pdf
Zoe: digital divide is causing an information sharing from Indinosie etc. becasue no access there
is no new coming out from those places.. western sahara, police kidnap people but we dont see
new about these on social media.. we need to develop channels to reach out and link those info
from those places
Piran: This year struggle made some points more clear. there is not only bankruptcycy of the
neoliberal program o capitalism but the bankruptcy of dominant notion of capitalist discourse
since more than one century, and that is the “ Developement”.. Brazil and Turkey are typical
example of development , the capitalist development.. I think indigenous movement is right in
perihpery when they say we dont want development but a good life.. This notion of developement
has occupied the brain and line of thought of the tradiotional left who emphasise on
development .. the nature and essential function of the state, regardless of.its different models ,
has become more clear in this year struggle, that is contrling the people by cruel repression
when they pass the red line(threating the system) and by soft politics in other situation, and in all
case for the interest of capitalist system.. it is treu that Brazil made a lot of reform, but it is not
answering the questions and demoands of people s life.educated young generation has no future
under this social relation and syytem.. they are the new generation is the subject of the global
revolution.. using social media and communication tools. In germany Bloccupy movement
claimed the police and the state,  /Police attacking anticapitalist groups. The question of
revolution is a global process, a combination of living our daily life and action with non capitalist
logic and direct action and communication, in this peoples assemblies, horizontality and diirect
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participation are important.

Lotta: I want to say i relate to what Piran says about assemblies: assemblies are crucial in
securing inclusivity wthin protest and in making it common. also in bringing in more people, and
even in collaborations between a great variety of social movements and other political factors, IT
IS A MUST so that some minimum common agency is produced
I’m posting evaluation letter wrote on this theme after Blockupy
http://acampadabcninternacional.wordpress.com/2013/06/11/blockupy-frankfurt-2013-ana
lysis-and-evaluation-from-finns/
Marita: continuous developping is not possible anymore. We have to make a change and this
change is global and local. let’s call it glocal. A lot of altern
atives are already built in Spain as i other countries. Some people say oh 15M hasnt changed
anything because we didnt take the winter palace. Do we need to take it, to stay in this
representative system which is part of the problem. No, we built a lot, lots of cooperation
and alternatives are on the way and this is the important staff.
Jake: Building a dual power, a safe space, action camps, and infoshops. The resources to
sustain the space. Encourage the community to disobey their owners and masters by not
allowing them to steal their profits.
Orsans:
Jasper:

Marita: saying about the PEOPLE SQUARE started in Madrid which has people from all
different countries (palestine, latin america, turkey, Sahara, and many others. WE have a
radio program once a week with open mike) It’s a great experience and we will keep you
informed.
David: there is a contradiction in the movements (they move in the capitalist frame). I want to say
it’s important to the perspectives of our movement, to think about what say PiranAzad; the
movement of the “educated youth”. From my experience the principal contradiction of the french
youth movement actually, since the 2005/2006 social movement, it’s about this perspective of
the movement between students and people who live in the suburbs. Maybe for no have a
alliance with popular neighborhood, the risk it is to win public service but inside the capitalist
state, and to manage the social part of the state. So, maybe it’s is a important thing about this
perspectives (see Badiou here :). And about about the local/global movement, are you against
the state or not ?
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Beer Room
round 1:
Information, media and how to reach people who are not involved
○

Karun
■ http://perthindymedia.org/
■ http://occupyperth.org/
○ Zoe
■ www.facebook.com/globalrevlive
■ lots of occupy facebook pages
○ publication covering global protests and summing up common points within
different localities: http://roarmag.org/
■ with this web page different calls for the last springs transeuropean
actions were distributed and collected to the same page:
http://europa99.cc/
■ There's youtube stream we use to upload videos, theres
#BlockupyFrankfurt, Agora99 videos and loads of activist interviews
connected to a crowdfunded investigation on the European movements
http://www.youtube.com/user/sydansalama1
○ General discussion
■ Discussion of use of livestreaming.
● Security: when is it okay to show a protester’s face, and when is it
not.
■ Using social media (especially Facebook and Twitter) to get the word out
● Concerns about LE tracking activists and their social media
accounts
● As long as activity is legal, may not be as big of an issue
■ How to reach folks who don’t use technology as much or aren’t techsavvy
● Use of Wordpress blogs linked to Facebook or Twitter accounts
that are already used
● Concerns about censorship by Wordpress
● Use of zines or traditional newsprint
■ How to combat negative stereotypes of protesters or protest groups in
MSM
● Personal interaction
■ zoe: Another tool we use in cel.ly which is a text chat loop. You can send
out mass text messages, and you can also create groups where people
can talk to eachother
■ zoe: occupy.com
■ zoe: occupywallstreet.net
■ zoe: metroviral.com
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■
■
■
■
■
■

zoe: tidal.org
zoe: interoccupy.org has a newswire service
zoe: commondreams.org
zoe: Waging Non Violence
zoe: metroviral.com for news in Spanish
tidalmag.org

Round 2:

FINAL ROUND  Pierre Am here following a group that has build up collective experience since
Agora99 and made a successful presence in Tunis wsf2013 with various assemblies  and i
see that the " global square " group is taking further creative initiative of putting up something
creative like this one line open space ( 50 people and 6 rooms) 
Am involved in stimulating extension of social forums events accross the world in first a humanly
way and then in a technical way
There is certainly cross breeding potential
http://openfsm.net/projects/sfexintercom/projecthome and articulation between social forum
experience which is a rich "scheduled" interaction between organized citizen (for instance there
is social forum prearing in iraq in september 
http://openfsm.net/projects/iraqsocialforum/projecthome ) , and the street asemblies that
come closer to the direct political socal dynamicsof citizens in various countries
And i will continue to be around
Open Space Guide

4 Principles
 Whoever comes is the right people.
 Whatever happens is the only thing that could have.
 Whenever it starts is the right time.
 When it´s over, it´s over.

And One Law
If, during our time together, you find yourself in any situation where you are neither learning nor
contributing, use your two feet and go to some more productive place.

Mumble Code
ENGLISH
WWWW or +1 = I agree
MMMMM or 1 = I disagree
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****turn**** = I ask for turn
+++++ = I have a direct response
TTTTT = I ask for a technical point
##### = please kindly try to conclude
Other languages
FRANÇAIS :
Symboles à utiliser dans le chat durant nos rencontres sur Mumble
WWWW or +1 = Je suis d'accord
MMMMM or 1 = Je ne suis pas d'accord
****turn****

= Je voudrais prendre la parole

+++++

= Je veux réagir sur ce qui vient d'être dit

TTTTT

= Point technique

#####

= Svp essayez d'aller à la conclusion j'ai compris l'idée

ESPANOL :
Símbolos gráficos utilizados en el chat durante nuestras reuniones sobre Mumble
WWWW o 1 = estoy de acuerdo
MMMMM o 1 = no estoy de acuerdo
****Turn**** = Me gustaría hablar
+ + + + + = Quiero responder a lo que se acaba de decir
TTTTT = punto técnico
# # # # # = Por favor, trate de concluir, entendí la idea

TÜRKÇE:
Mumble toplantıları sırasında soldaki kolondaki sohbet kısmında kullandığımız semboller
WWWW or +1

= katiliyorum

MMMMM or 1 = katilmiyorum
****turn****

= söz sirasi isteme

+++++

= dogrudan müdahale

TTTTT

= teknik bir noktayi sormak istiyorum

#####

= lütfen sonucunuzu baglayin
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